Prologue

Northern Russia, January 1973
Noon, the sun had begun its descent towards the western horizon and the promise of warmth
was sinking with it. Gold and pink rays glancing off mountaintops spread as one over the
frozen lake below. Midway up a mountain slope overlooking the lake and not too far from
where the Urals trailed off into the wasteland, Pavel Rostislav lay in wait. A light wind
whispered across the incline, bringing cold that found a way through his winter gear and set
him shivering. He snuggled into the hollow cut from the compacted snow as far as he dared,
but knew there could be no respite. He had to hold his vigil.
With teeth gritted, he raised the standard issue field glasses to his eyes and scoped the
fishing hole in the ice lake while trying to ignore the freezing barbs that spiked at his bones.
Time pressed on and he took a moment of it to glance at the thermometer on the backpack by
his side, shuddering to see the temperature had dropped to minus fifty. Mist clouds would be
visible to an enemy, so he expelled his breath against the chinstrap on his snowsuit, but then
small ice crystals bunched up there and he exhaled in exasperation, irritation nipping at his
spirit.
The sun dropped below the peaks and the ice lake turned bluish grey while the sky on
the eastern horizon reflected mauve tiers on snow-knuckled mountains. Snow flurries lifted
from drifts nearby and snaked down into the basin, dancing like ashes blown from a dead fire.
Pavel’s goggles took the color down a notch further and his heart sank. All he wanted now
was to get this thing done and return to camp. However, just as he began feeling that his
blood might turn to an icy sludge or his body may be only moments away from paralysis, a
blur on the landscape took human shape and his spirits lifted. Shrouded in a heavy arctic
snowsuit, the man moved slowly yet gracefully towards the fishing pole sticking up from the

ice. The garment he wore should have been brilliant white, but it had turned a dull bluish grey
– same as everything else. He wore traditional Siberian snowshoes – same as Pavel’s – large
teardrop-shaped hardwood frames with rawhide lacing crisscrossed into a strong latticework.
Not a big man and because of that, and his deftness, he hardly left a print as the meter-long
constructs dabbed and glided gently over the snow. Any imprints he might have made were
swiftly covered as clouds of blue flakes curled around his ankles and stole all signs of his
presence.
After clearing newly formed ice from the fishing hole, he pulled on the cord attached to
the pole and hauled in his catch. Four fish, equally spaced along the line, flapped on the ice.
He cut the smallest free and cast it back into the water. Pavel felt that old excitement bubble
up and adrenalin ran hot around his gut. His patience had endured long enough. It was time to
end the task. His gloves fumbled as he unzipped the leather sleeve and took out the Dragunov
sniper rifle within. The deep scar next to his left eye itched as it always did when the thrill of
the chase got the better of him. He ran a finger along the crevice to ease the irritation and then
tucked the hollow stock of the gun into the softer flesh under his shoulder. Resting his face on
the gun’s cheek pad, he slipped his gloved finger inside the Arctic trigger guard, scoped the
target through the range finder and smiled. This was all so easy. Almost too easy; for a rifle
like the Dragunov, six hundred meters was an effortless distance. The crosshair settled on an
elbow and he slowly panned the weapon until his aim was centered where the man’s temple
would be.
“Bang, you’re dead,” he whispered, and gently squeezed the trigger.

